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Abstract

A ^-deformed 5(7(2) Heisenberg (3-dimensional) spin model is set up, and the

g-deformed spin-wave solution is obtained through the ^-analogous Holstein-

PrimakofF transformation. The result is given for small 7 = \nq, which is the

quantity characterizing the nonlinearity of the Hamiltonian. A mean-field treat-

ment is arranged to preserve (at least some of) the nonlinearity, and the ordinary

ferromagnet ground state is shown as the exact ground state of the new system.

Interesting results are obtained for this nonlinear model: (i) There is an energy

gap between the ground state and the first excited one, thus the ground state

is stable under small perturbation of the background; (i i) the specific heat per

volume is modified by a small term proportional to the 1/2-th power of temper-

ature and the square of 7, which is qualitatively different from the conventional

model, and (iii) the magnetization M{T) is modified by a factor that depends

on 7,
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1. Introduct ion

In this paper, we give the modified spin-wave theory in a nonlinear ferromag-

net model of ^-analogous Heisenberg type. To get this model, we replace the spin-

operators Sa (with a = + , - , 3 ) by their quantum-group [1][2][3][4][5] counterparts

Sa. The new model will be solved by mean-field treatment, under the condition of low

temperature and small nonlinearity. From the consideration of symmetry and algebra,

we also gain some global knowledge of the system, such as the good quantum number

and ground state, before the mean-field treatment.

As the quantum group 5f/,(2) coincides with the Lie group when spin at each

site is 1/2, we will assume in the following that the spin is higher than 1/2, (i.e.

5 > 1) and then the new model is highly nonlinear. Throughout this paper, we will

assume that the deformation parameter q is not a root of unity, and therefore the

representations of the quantum group S(7g(2) are in one-one correspondence with

those of the Lie algebra SU(2). Thus the new model of g-spins has the same vacuum

as the conventional model. This point will be explained more explicitly. As the vacuum

for the new model Is an exact one, the mean-field treatment carried out in the forth-

coming sections is safe. This is a result that does not depend on the deformation

parameter or temperature.

Unlike the conventional model which is isotropic in three space dimensions, the

new model is anisotropic, but is isotropic in the x-y plane. In other words, any rotation

about z-axis does not change the Hamiltonian. Thus there is a good quantum number

corresponds to this symmetry, and in the following we will see that the conserved

quantity is the z-component of the total q-spin. This is another result that has no

dependence on mean-field treatment.

It is well known that the ordinary spin-wave theory for the isotropic ferromagnet

(which will be referred to as conventional one) are obtained by bilinear-approximation

and through Holstein-Primakoff transformation [6](7|. The dependence of both spe-

cific heat per volume and magnetization on temperature is T3 '2 , which is verified

qualitatively by experiments. The ground state of the system is well-known, and there

is no energy gap between the ground state and the excited ones, i.e., any perturbation

of infinitesimal amount of energy can be carried away by the propagating spin waves.

As can be seen in the following, the conventional model is recovered as the limit of

present theory at q —> 1.

It should be stressed that there is no such physical entity as deformed spin, and the

physical operators in our model are Sa, not So. The latter appear as effective quan-

tities. The nonlinear interaction between neighbouring sites is represented effectively

by q-spin operators. When excited, spin deviations propagate like ordinary spin waves,

but with the amplitudes modulated by the nonlinear interaction. The propagating spin

waves modulated by nonlinear effect will be properly named in this paper as q-spin

waves.

When q deviates, though slightly, from 1, the Hamiltonian for the nonlinear model

can be approximated as the conventional Hamiltonian plus a perturbation. As the

readers may notice in the following, the nonlinearity in the perturbation term is carefully

preserved by a mean-field treatment and through the so-called g-analogous HPT,

and we obtain the <j-analogous spin-wave theory. The magnetization and specific

heat are both evaluated at the mean-field level. It is novel to find that there is a

qualitative modification in the specific heat of zero-th order (conventional spin-wave

theory) result, i.e., a term proportional to T1 / 2 . A modifying factor appears in the
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formula of magnetization, which depends on j2. When q —» 1, this factor goes to

unity.

An interesting phenomenon worth noting is that there is an energy gap between

the ground state and the first excited one, and therefore any excitation will cost finite

amount of energy. If the perturbation is small enough, the magnet at the ultimately-

ordered state (conventional ferromagnetic ground state) is stable. In other words,

when the background thermal temperature is smaller than a certain To, the magnet

sitting in the ground state is difficult to be excited. This unusual property is obviously

due to the nonlinear perturbation terms in the Hamiltonian, which turns out to tend

to keep the ground state stable against foreign disturbances.

This paper is organized in the following way: In section II, we give a brief re-

view of the ordinary spin-wave theory, with HPT stressed. In section III, we recall

some essential preliminary of the quantum algebra SUq(2), and then construct the

g-analogous HPT which is in fact a new realization of the quantum algebra Sf7,(2)

via g-oscillators. Section IV is devoted to the construction of the deformed Hamil-

tonian with ^-deformed operators replacing the SU(2) operators. To show explicitly

the nonlinearity of the new system, the Hamiltonian is expanded into Taylor series.

The conventional Hamiltonian Ho appears in the expansion as the zero-th order term

in 7. The first-order terms (<x 7'), denoted H,, contains the forth-powers of spin

generators, e.g., SfSt+t (S/)2. representing some self-interaction that modulates the

amplitudes of waves propagating from site to site. The conventional ferromagnetic

ground state is shown as the exact ground state of our new model. In section V we

evaluate the thermal-dynamical quantities, i.e., the specific heat and magnetization.

The modifications to the conventional results are found, and the physical implica-

tion of the modifications is discussed. In the last section some short discussions and

concluding remarks are presented.

II. Holstein-Primakoff Transformation

To set up notations and facilitate forth-coming descriptions, we give a brief review

of the well-known Holstein-PrimakofF transformation and spin-wave theory. Consider

the ferromagnet model in three space dimensions with the following Hamiltonian

Ho = -J^'Si • Sl+S ,

- jT'ls-s* + 1 f ? + 9 - + « ? - ? M 1 {J>0) ( 1 )

t,s L * J

where S, - (Sf,Sy
t, Sz

t) is the angular momentum operator, and Sf - Sz
t ± iSy

t are

raising and lowering operators. £ ' means S ^ 0 and the summation is over nearest

neighbours. The operators satisfy

[Sf,S(,\ = iSiSw {x,y,z cycl. permut.) , (2)

[Sf , 5/,] = ^.SfSu. ,

[5+, sp] = 2S;<w ,
which constitute the SU(2) algebra, with the following representations (Dicke spaces)

(3)

where S is (positive) half integer, i.e., the quantum number of angular moment. The

actions of the generators in the Dicke space Ds yield

(5)
Sl\S,m) = m\S,m) .

The actions of Sf~ on the highest weight vector \St S)t result in an increase or decrease

of the i-component of spin vector at site £, or the deviation of the spin vector from

z-direction.
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It is easy to see that the ground state for the system (1) is

(6)

i.e., the spins at all positions are at exactly the same direction (z-axis). The ground

state is an ultimately-ordered state that breaks SO{3) symmetry respected by the

Hamiltonian. According to Goldstone's theorem [8], the system has gapless excitations

(Goldstone bosons) as the elementary excitations (magnons).

As

the ground state energy is

(7)

(8)Eo = -JJVZS2\D) ,

where Z is the coordination number.

Now we consider the low-excitations in the spin system, Suppose that there is a

deviation of the spin at site I. This state is

| (S - 1),} = \S, S>, |S, S)2 • )4_, |S, S - , S)N , (9)

and the action of the Hamiltonian transfers the excitation at the f-th position to the

excitation at the (t + l ) - th position:

,S ) ( + , • • • \S,S)N . (10)I (S - 1) /+1) = |S,5) , |5,S) , • • • \S,S)t\S, S -

That is, the deviation of spins propagates in the lattice,

To uncover the mathematical structure, we introduce the HPT, which expresses

the spin operators via the creation, annihilation and number operators (a f , a and

- 6 -

N — cJa) of certain boson fields :

S- = aV25 - JV

S' = S~N .

The operators a1, a and JV span the Heisenberg algebra j?(4) with the following

relations

[a , at] = 1 , [JV , a] = -a , [JV , a*] = a* . (12)

The representation of the Heisenberg algebra is infinite dimensional, namely the Fock

space

^ | W = ^ I O ) , n = 0 , l , 2 , . . . J , (13)

and the actions of the generators in F yield

o|n) = ^/K\n - 1) ,

a*\n) = v W 1|'»+ 1} , (14)

J V | n ) = n | n ) ,

And the HP transformation induces the transformation of the representation of the

simple harmonic oscillator into those of the spin algebra:

n = S — m , (15)

and

(16)

- n + l v^ |n - 1) , ( 0 < n < 2 S ) ,

S~\n) = ^/2S - nv/rT+T|i + 1) , (0 < n < 25) ,

S+|0>=0 ,

5~|2S>=0 .

It is obvious that the raising and lowering operators play the roles similar to those

of the annihilation and creation operators. In the above transformation, S is an
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(positive) half-integer, and when S runs over all possible values, we obtain from the

transformation all the spin-S Dicke spaces.

To get spin-wave theory, only the bilinear part of the Hamiltonian is taken into

consideration, i.e.,

Ho = Eo + = 2 JSa\k2

for cubic lattice with a0 being the spacing length. It can be seen from a;* that there is

no energy gap and therefore any small perturbation of infinitesimal amount of energy

will result in the deviation of the spins and will be soon carried away by the spin-waves

propagating in the magnet. Thus

(18)

At low temperature, the magnetization is

M(T) = Af(0)[l-£|^j

where 0 is some constant, and

AM(T) = M(0) - M(T) = .
3/2

The specific heat per volume obeys a power-law, too

/ 1 rji\ 3/2

where v is a constant.

(19)

(20)

(21)

Generally, at the spin-wave level, the factors like SfS/+l in the Hamiltonian rep-

resent the propagation of the spin-deviations.

111. Quantum 51/(2) Algebra and q-Analogous HPT

We briefly review the quantum Heisenberg group J?4(4) and quantum special uni-

tary group SUq(2). Through out this paper, we assume that q and 7 = Ing are

real.

The quantum Heisenberg group i/,(4) is spanned by the q-analogous creation and

annihilation operators a f, a and number operator N = lim aTa, with the following

relations

(22)
[N , a] = -a, \N , afl = af ,

L J

with the Hopf operations and Yang-Baxter equation constructed in [9]. When q = - * 1

or 7 -+ 0, the simple harmonic oscillator algebra is recovered. A simple relation

between the g-operators and the operators of the simple harmonic oscillator can be

revealed in the following

5 = a\j~jf - ^ = \-^ra> • (23)

The ^-oscillator algebra gives the realizations of the quantum enveloping algebras of

simple or semi-simple Lie algebras [4][10][ll]. The simplest example is the realization

of the 5(7,(2) algebra, which are intensively discussed in [4](S](1O][11J. But the dis-

cussions are concentrated on the (/-analogous Jordan-Schwinger representation. In the

following we give a new realization, namely, the ^-analogous HP transformation:

S+ = ^J[2S -NYq a ,

5- = ay[2S - N\q , (24)

Sz = S - N .

The relations for Sf/,(2) algebra can be easily checked

fc+ c-1 _ (9 9*1

[S' , S \ - •



By this realization we can give the transformation from (infinite dimensional) rep-

resentation of the Hq(i) algebra to those (finite dimensional ones) of the S(7g(2). We

choose to start our investigation from the infinite dimensional representation of the

g-Heisenberg algebra, i.e., the g-Fock space

-ln - M l 0) n - 0 1 2 ] (26)

From (23), we get to know that |n), = |n), so we will not distinguish them in

the following, without causing any confusion. The actions of the ^-annihilation and

creation operators yield _

- x> • ( 2 7 )

(28)

N\n) = n|n) .

Therefore the g-Dicke states are easily obtained by noting that

Ds= {\S,S-m) = |n} , n = S - m , m = 5,S - 1,- • • , -S

The actions of the generators of the SV\(2) algebra yield

5+|n) = J\2S - n + l]g [n)q\n - 1} , (0 < n < 2S) ,

S-\n) = ,/[2T^4>Tir|n + 1) , (0 < n < 2S) ,

5+|0) = 0 ,

S-]2S) =0 .

Therefore the ^-Dicke spaces

are irreducible and indecomposable representations.

(29)

(30)
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IV. (/-Deformed Ferromagnetic Spin Waves

Now we consider a multi-spin system with the following Hamiltonian

Hq = -J £ ' {S!S'M + I (S}S;+S + SrST+s) } , (31)

which is hermitian. It is apparent that Hq is obtained by replacing the the spin

operators in (1) by their ^-analogues. The above compact expression can be expanded

into Taylor series to gain physical intuition,

if one notices the relations between the q-spin operators and the conventional spin-

operators[10],

5,+ = S+0(5,S|) ,

1)S~ , (33)

where

A
Therefore the Hamiltonian is written into two parts,

H, = HQ + H, ,

where Ho is defined in (1) and

(34)

(35)

(36)

There is no such physical quantities as the q-spins. The ^-deformed operators appear

just as effective and compact symbols, representing certain (now small) nonlinear
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interaction, as indicated in the above. This interaction may result from anisotropic

crystal fields or other influences from the background.

Before we go to the detailed mean-field treatment, we will first observe some global

properties of the new Hamiltonian.

1. For q not a root of unity, the relations in (33,34) make it clear that the repre-

sentations of the quantum 5(7(2) are in one-one correspondence with those of

their Lie counterparts [10][5]. A direct result is that the highest weight vectors

of the two algebras can be identified (up to some normalization constants). This

point is significant for the mean-field treatment carried out in the following, as it

guarantees that the new model has an exact vacuum state, as the conventional

model does, regardless of the nonlinearity of the former.

2. As can be checked, the two components of the g-spin operators in x-y plane

constitute a vector. To see this point, we can choose fixed eigenvalues of Sf's,

so from (34), 0 ( 5 , 5 / ) are constants, and therefore Sf and S" are proportional

to Sf and Sf. It is a direct calculation to see that Hq is invariant under a

rotation of the <;-spin in the plane perpendicular to 2-axis.

3. Another way to see the invariance of the Hamiltonian Hq under the 50(2) ro-

tation is the direct construction of the conserved dynamical operator S^olai =

Jl/§(. A simple computation shows [5foliJ , Ht] — 0, in other words, the eigen-

value of S*olai is a good quantum number. The existence of conserved quantity

verifies the deduction in item 2. (Note the S^tBi and tensored representations

should be constructed according to [1][2].)
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4. As Hg is not 50(3) symmetric but [ / ( I ) symmetric, the Goldstone theorem

does not apply. No Goldstone boson is expected. And therefore we do not feel

strange if the excitations are gapless.

These conclusions are from the knowledge of algebra and symmetry property of the

system, and are important to our forth-coming mean-field treatment.

Now we are in the position to investigate the low excitations in this Hamiltonian

system by the ^-analogous HPT. The solutions are approximate ones under the con-

dition of low temperature and q ~ 1, but the nonlinear efFects are preserved. From

(24), we rewrite the above Hamiltonian,

Hq = -Jj:'{(S-Nt)(S-N(+6)

(37)

where N, = ajd/. At low temperature, the excited states are generally near the ground

state, and few spins in the crystal deviate from the z-axis, thus {Ne} is small compared

with 25, and can be neglected. When we cancel out the terms proportional to the forth

power of the ̂ -analogous annihilation or creation operators, we have the approximate

Hamiltonian

Hq = -UZJS2 + 2ZJSY,*W - Jj[2S],£' (a,aj+f + a\aM) . (38)
t A 1,6

The first term gives the ground state energy Eo, and the second term gives the

deviation energy of the spin at the £-th position, and the third term gives the coupling

between different positions. It is not strange that this Hamiltonian is similar in form

with the conventional one, in that when q —* 1 the ^-operators are replaced by the

ordinary operators.
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The Fourier transformations the operators at and a( at each position yield

at = (39)
*• k

and have the following commutation relations for their counterparts in momentum

space:

Qkk. = [h , bl] = i g e-H*- ? (a,4 - 4*0 .

= ^E e "' r ( E ' E ' ) ( [ J V ' + 1] .-[J V<U •

As cxti, is independent of fc, and will be denoted as a in the following text.

To express the third term in (38) into the momentum space, we calculate

t,6

(40)

S \ k

where

= 2 Y! cos (Jt<5) = 21/* , fi = ^ ' -.if

(41)

(42)

Because of the symmetry of the lattice, ^Z v'k = 0 . Similarly, the second term in the

Hamiltonian (38) is expressed in momentum space as follows

(43)

Therefore the total Hamiltonian (38) is expressed in the momentum space

H,
k k

= -MZJS2 + Yl [2ZJSb\bk - J [25], ukll'bt)
k

(44)

Now let us observe the important second term in the above Hamiltonian,

(45)

14

By assuming that 7 ^ <£ 1 for all (., we have

(46)
Ni sinhi V 3!

Thus we can take the following approximation under the condition of low temperature

(47)

Or equivalently, we have the following mean-field result

where

Vfj,

(48)

(49)

which is a quantity (pure number) independent of (.. At low temperature, {Nf) <S. 1,

therefore for small \f\

Therefore the Hamiltonian reads

if we denote that

H, = -JVZJS* + £ huj(k)b[bt ,
k

uk

(51)

(52)

Again, when the temperature is low enough, only the spin-waves with long wave-

lengths can be excited, i.e., ] * ; • * ) < 1. Thus for the cubic lattice, we may expand vk

into

() [ ( £ 3 2 ] (53)

15



and

' ( * •
(54)

where cosS = -^ ^ and n0 is the spacing length of the lattice. Denote that
\k\ • \6\

y = J [2Sja 17 and A = 2JZS - yZ, then we have

ftw(fe) = A + j/agit2 . (55)

From (50), some simple algebra shows that for small |-y|. A = 1ZJS (l - q ^ r 1 ) > 0.

Thus at low temperature and for small deformation parameter I7I, UJ is always positive.

Because the ground state is the ultimately-ordered state |0), and the excitations are

simply the deviations of the spins from the 2-axis, it is reasonable to expect that the

above dispersion relation is the only possible one (without other branches).

And in that the term A appears, there should be a gap between the first excited

state and the ground one. Thus when the magnet is in the ground state (i.e., with

all spins ordered in the z-axis) any excitation of the system costs a finite amount of

energy.

V. Thermal-dynamical Quantities

Because t/( and b]. are bosonic operators,

The total excitation for the fc-modes is

,— . . V <Pk

(56)

(57)

where the second equal holds under the condition of try —t 0, or equivalently, A = 0

(and BZ means the reduced Brillouin zone). An experienced reader would expect an
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exponential factor of exp(—A/fcgT) because the system is gapful. In fact such a factor

really occurs before the exponential in the denominator during calculation, but physical

considerations show that it is safe to replace it by 1. Actually, A / i g T ~ Jy2/KBT,

and when T is in Kelvin, A / i ^ T ~ 72/T <£ 1 for the temperature of most of the

experiments concerning ferromagnets and for our assumption of 7 -C 1.

As the temperature is low, yalk^x » kBT, thus we may have approximate result

for the above integral

1 3/2

<»)

where Y ( | ) = I A V 2 . a n^ the Riemann function f ( r ; l ) = 2.612. We denote that

— Yin -a(kBTY

The magnetization of the system can also be calculated (at low temperature)

M(T) = gfig 2 j (S — (njrt<) ) = NgfisS — g/i
i T k

Using the mean-field approach indicated in (48), we have

(59)

M(T) = M ( 0 ) | l - i ( ^ (61)

where M(0) = NgfigS is the saturated magnetization. As the spin-wave is excited,

the magnetization decreases

AM(T) =
\ v I (62)
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As can be seen, though the qualitative feature of magnetization in this above approach

is similar to the conventional one, the present result gives quantitative modification.

q (or f) is a free parameter to be determined phenomenologically.

Since

-d3k = 1 + 11 , (63)

where

and

with

Sir3

exp
,3/2

Jo exp(i) — 1
•dx .

Therefore the Hamiltonian is explicitly

(64)

(65)

(66)

- (67)

and thus the specific heat per volume is

where A is proportional to |72|. It is interesting to see that the specific heat (per

volume) is modified by a term proportional to T 1 " , that rarely appears in the well-

studied spin models. This is a qualitative modification to the zero-order result or usual

spin-wave theory.

18

The modification to the specific heat is a characteristic of this g-modified spin-wave

theory and makes it possible to put it under the tests of proper experiments.

VI. Concluding Remarks

As the new spin-wave treatment introduces a free parameter, and includes some

nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian, it makes a more realistic description of physical

systems convenient and possible. This free parameter q may bear dynamical properties

of the model concerned, thus deserves investigation. Same to the conventional spin-

wave results, the q-analogous ones are good approximations for high spin 5, they

become exact for S —* oo.

The Holstein-Primakoff transformation can be interpreted in the framework of para-

particles. It is known that the representations for para-algebras are naturally provided

by those of 5(7(2) algebra by identifying the order of the para-particle and the spin of

the representation of the unitary group [12]. For instance, the spin-^ representation of

5(7(2) is the representation of the 1-st order parafermi algebra, and that of the 2-nd

order parafermi algebra is identical to that of the spin-1 representation of SU{2), etc..

Therefore the ^-analogous HPT should be easily understood in the framework of

^-analogous para-particles [13], which are the quasi-particle resulted from the spin

deviations. The states of the q-para-particles are naturally provided by the represen-

tations of the quantum special unitary group 5(7,(2). A q-para-particle of order k

violates the statistics of the usual para-particle of order k (except for the special case

of k = 1). When k —* oo, the well studied g-boson is recovered that violates the

Bose statistics. On the other hand, the model and g-analogous HPT developed in this

paper assign the g-boson and 5-para-particles an interesting physical picture.
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The quantum groups as beautiful mathematical objects are now being intensively

applied in studies of the exactly solvable models such as the 1-dirnensional spin-1/2

Heisenberg model. As it is known, the Hamiltonian for the isotropic system is SU(2)

invariant, and the anisotropic (XXZ type) model has also been solved exactly by Betha

ansatz and quantum group approaches[14][15].

The exact solutions are absolutely necessary to gain the global nature of the mod-

els, but as it is known, the spin models in higher dimensions and/or with higher

spins are problematic in integrability. Mean-field theories are still the powerful tool in

studying most of these models, The quantum groups should not be restrained away

from possible applications in and generalizations of the mean-field theories of the spin

models. Whether the applications and/or generalizations are physically meaningful

deserves further comparing the theoretical results and constructions with the practical

systems and experimental results.

As it is emphasized in [11], the quantum groups describe deviations from the Lie

symmetries. This suggests possible applications of these new algebraic structure in

studies of physical theories involving violations of perfect Lie symmetries, (induced

by, e.g., interactions with the background) In [16] the deviations of the vibration and

rotation from the ideal ones in the diatomic molecule and the heavy-ion resonance

systems are two obvious examples and are both shown to be described by the quantum

groups i/ ,(4) and 517,(2). The nonlinear spin model considered above is another

example showing that the abstract mathematical entity as Hopf algebra is useful tool

in dealing with systems that are more flexible and complicated than conventional ones

which are usually within the description of Lie algebras.
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